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Concepts

Common Gateway Interface 

the historic approach 

FastCGI / SimpleCGI 

Python Web Server Gateway Interface 
and things like it



Common Gateway Interface
RFC 3875 

Communication by httpd, and logic by CGI scripts 

Local IPC mechanism, comprised of pipe and 
environment variables 

Though the use of uni-directional way of passing 
information -- environment variables, only one request 
can be served during lifecycle of app 

use strace(1) to inspect the invocation

httpd fork+execve CGI
CGI CGI

strace Apache CGI



FastCGI

by Open Market, Inc. 

Network protocol, distributed and scalable architecture 

All information transferred in bidirectional pipe making 
it possible to serve multiple requests during the lifecycle 
of app. Classical structure of FastCGI server is a big 
loop, one request per iteration 

use socat(1) to inspect the communication

request line status line headers body CGI
FastCGI accept

socat nginx FastCGI



FastCGI

Low overhead compared to combo of ( fork() + 
execve() ), thanks to connect() and accept().  

spawn-fcgi make multiple FastCGI server process 
listening on the same socket, providing a sort of 
concurrence operation

spawn-fcgi



Python Web Server 
Gateway Interface

PEP 3333 (former PEP 0333) 

NOT a protocol. IS a calling convention within a 
process 

Providing a standardlized API between WebFramework 
and container, like Java servlet. NOT for app developer 

WSGI Server on duty of process and thread 
management (gunicorn, flup)

Web WSGI
gunicorn flup
python select select epoll WSGI server python eventlet



Python Web Server 
Gateway Interface

WSGI Server on duty of communication with outside, 
e.g. act as a CGI script (use 
wsgiref.handlers.CGIHandler), act as a FastCGI server 
or AJP server (use flup) 
Even serve HTTP directly (wsgiref.simple_server, 
gunicorn, etc.)



Python Web Server 
Gateway Interface

WSGI server call app in the form of 

app(environ, start_response) 
where environ is a dict, containing headers and WSGI-
specific variables, e.g., wsgi.input comparing to CGI’s 
stdin. The returned string from app function is used as 
response body 

WSGI app use start_response function to callback/
notify the WSGI server about status and headers 

start_response(status, headers)

start_response CGI Headers CGI app


